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Keeping evaporator and condenser tubes as clean as possible is critical to
maintaining chiller efficiency. When interior tube surfaces become fouled
with scale, mud, algae, sludge, or other contaminants, thermal resistance
causes the chiller to work harder and energy efficiency plummets.

Manufacturers typically recommend cleaning condenser tubes annually.
Evaporator tubes in a closed system should be cleaned about once every
three years, more often for open systems.  There are two basic methods
of cleaning chiller tubes: chemical and mechanical.  Chemical cleaning
entails circulating an acid solution through tube bundles to break down or
soften scale deposits, and should be followed by a thorough mechanical
cleaning. Chemical cleaning can be quite effective in many cases, but it can
be costly and time consuming.

Mechanical cleaning is effective for removing accumulate materials such
as mud, sand, and algae from smooth-bore tubes, and there are several
means with which to do it.  The traditional rod-and-brush method is
sometimes still used, but is time
and labor intensive and is only
moderately effective. Chiller
tube cleaning machines in which
brushes, rubber bullets, or
scrapers are propelled through
tubes using compressed air and
water, or high-pressure water
alone, to remove deposits are a better, faster alternative. New internally-
enhanced chiller tubes, which employ spiral grooves to provide better heat
transfer, are more difficult to clean than smooth tubes and require more
specially-adapted equipment.

Many new chillers come equipped with online tube cleaning systems, which
can also be retrofit onto existing chillers.  One type utilizes brushes that
are trapped in plastic baskets attached to both ends of each tube.  The
direction of water flow is periodically reversed, causing the brush to travel
to the opposite end of the tube.  Another type of system features sponge
balls that circulate through the tubes and keep surfaces clean.  With proper
water treatment, online systems can be extremely effective and may
eliminate the need for tube cleaning, though some have shortcomings that
may necessitate occasional mechanical cleaning for hard-to-reach areas.
Online retrofits can be expensive to purchase and install and require
maintenance, but payback periods are typically less than two years.

For more information about chiller tube cleaning or online retrofit systems,
please contact PJM at 609-921-1394.
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PJM is pleased to announce the appointment of Bruce Buchholz as our new
company president, replacing company founder and former President Patrick
J. Mosner. Pat has stepped back from day-to-day operations but continues to
maintain an active interest in the business as a minority owner and advisor.

Bruce holds a BS and Masters in Agricultural (Mechanical) Engineering from
Cornell University, as well as an MBA in Finance from Syracuse University, and
has enjoyed a long and distinguished career in the HVACR industry. He served
over 20 years with Carrier Corporation, holding a number of executive
positions in global engineering, manufacturing, and strategic planning and
serving as Vice President responsible for the Global Room Air Conditioner
Business. Subsequent to his tenure at Carrier, Bruce has led several other HVAC
companies as President and CEO, including Green Comfort Systems and Source
Refrigeration & HVAC, Inc., the largest independent HVAC and refrigeration
service provider and installer in the United States.

“PJM has been a leading mechanical contractor in central NJ for many years,” said Bruce, “and has an outstanding
reputation in the bid/spec market.” Under his new leadership, PJM has recently added support and capabilities for the
Design/Build sector and plans to expand PJM’s already-wide range of MEP services. “New skill sets for controls
refrigeration, dehumidification, and clean-tech are moving forward”, said Bruce. “We also intend to substantially grow
our Service division”. PJM is enhancing infrastructure with new state-of-the-art technology to improve responsiveness,
capacity, and technical capabilities, as well. “Clients can expect the same dedication to outstanding customer service”,
Bruce said, “while maintaining our core values of service, integrity, and safety”.

Bruce and his wife, Judy, live in Moorestown, NJ, and have three grown children. Brian, a Major in the U.S. Army, is
currently stationed at Ft. Irwin, California.  Son Kevin is Coordinating Producer at Motocross Network in Miami, Florida.
Daughter Kathleen is Manager of Government Affairs for Last Mile Health in Monrovia, Liberia.

PJM Mechanical Contractors, Inc. Welcomes New President Bruce Buchholz

Third time’s the charm on weekend hot water emergency call
PJM service department received an urgent call at 1:30 on a recent Friday
afternoon from a university research facility that had been without hot water for
more than a day. The original installing contractor had made two
unsuccessful attempts to diagnose and repair the problem, and the client was
getting nervous. With the clock ticking and frigid temperatures in the low teens,
it was looking more and more likely the building would have to be closed on
Monday if the issue went unfixed through the weekend. A PJM technician was
dispatched, reaching the location by 4 p.m., and he quickly diagnosed the
problem as a malfunctioning hot water mixing valve. Hot water was temporarily
restored by bypassing the system, and PJM set to work locating replacement
parts. Once found, arrangements were made to pick up the new parts at the home
of a vendor representative the following morning.  By 12:30 p.m. Saturday, all
necessary repairs had been made and hot water was successfully restored. The
building opened as usual on Monday morning, much to the client’s relief.
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Fire Sprinkler Inspection & Repair by PJM
Ensuring proper function of a fire sprinkler system is critically important for
any building owner or facility manager. NFPA 25, the National Fire Protection
Association’s Standard for the Inspection, Testing and Maintenance of Water-
Based Fire Protection Systems, sets forth a schedule for sprinkler system
upkeep and inspection to keep people and property safe and protect owners
from fines, citations, loss of
insurance discounts, and
serious legal liability. Most
state and local codes
throughout the U.S. are
based on NFPA 25.

At minimum, NFPA 25
requires that sprinkler
systems be inspected
annually, and depending on
the system type and
complexity, inspection may
recommended as often as
four times a year. Additionally, sprinkler systems must be inspected whenever
certain changes have occurred, such as modifications to occupancy, layout, or
building use, changes in available water supply, or the addition of a backflow
preventer or water meter. Sprinkler systems are designed to meet the needs
of a property at the time of installation, and such changes can lead to sprinkler
malfunction or failure when it’s needed most.

While some monthly sprinkler maintenance can be conducted by in-house
personnel, such as visual
inspection of control and
alarm valves or recording
pressure readings,
comprehensive maintenance,
testing and inspection
activities require the services
of a qualified fire protection
contractor like PJM
Mechanical Contractors, Inc.
PJM is expert in the
installation, testing,
maintenance and inspection

of all types of water-based sprinkler systems, including wet pipe, dry pipe,
deluge, and pre-action, a combination of wet pipe and dry pipe that is best
suited for areas at high risk for serious water damage in the event of sprinkler
activation.
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Reheat hot water - PJM received a call
about swinging temperatures on a
recently-installed reheat hot water skid.
Technicians monitored system pressures
and temperatures during operation and
quickly discovered that the heat
exchanger condensate was not lifting
properly when the control valves were at
minimal position. The solution was to
install a pressure-powered lift station to
lift condensate 6-8 ft. to provide
sufficient steam and temperature control.
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Backup city water fail - When a
client’s cooling tower circulation pumps
shut down due to an electrical problem,
a domestic water emergency cooling
system failed to kick in, causing the DX
system to trip due to high head pressure.
An investigation found that someone
had shut off the valve and forgot to turn
it back on. The solution: PJM removed
the valve handle at the client’s request.


